
faculty/college	 Geosciences	

level	 X	bachelor’s	 	master’s	

name	study	programme	 Earth	Sciences	

destination	city	&	country	 Auckland,	New	Zealand	

name	university	abroad	 University	of	Auckland	

start	date	 05	/	07	/	2018		(dd/mm/yyyy)	

end	date	 12	/	11	/	2018		(dd/mm/yyyy)	

PREPARATION	
exchange	application	process	

I	think	it	doesn’t	matter	where	you’re	going,	an	exchange	just	requires	a	lot	of	paperwork.	For	New	Zealand	you	
do	require	a	student	visa	and	the	university	requires	a	lot	of	information	as	well,	especially	when	applying	for	
accommodation,	and	it	takes	quite	a	lot	of	time.	If	you	plan	it	well	and	spread	it	out	over	the	months,	it	is	
absolutely	fine	and	it	definitely	shouldn’t	hold	you	back	from	going	on	an	exchange.	

counselling	&	support	at	Utrecht	University	

Utrecht	University	was	available	for	support	and	were	able	to	help	where	needed.	

academic	preparation	

I	needed	to	find	courses	I	want	to	take,	for	which	there	is	a	good	course	catalogue	available	on	the	website	of	
UoA.	Furthermore,	you	need	to	let	these	approve	by	the	board	of	your	study.	

language	preparation	

For	UoA	a	grade	of	a	7	on	your	high	school	diploma	is	sufficient	as	a	proof	of	English	language	skill,	or	otherwise	
another	proof	such	as	a	TOEFL	or	IELTS.	

finances	

To	enter	New	Zealand	on	a	student	visa,	you	need	sufficient	financial	supplies	and	you	need	to	provide	proof	of	
this.	Either	your	own	savings	or	those	of	your	parents	are	sufficient.	Furthermore,	the	rent	is	quite	expensive	
and	you	should	set	some	money	aside	for	the	many	trips	you	will	undertake	while	being	abroad	as	well.	During	



my	four	months	of	studying	I’ve	spent	around	€19000,	including	all	food,	accommodation,	trips,	everything.	
Most	of	the	money	was	spent	on	accommodation	and	trips.	

STUDY	ABROAD	PERIOD	
study	programme	(content	and	organisational	issues)	

Everything	was	arranged	very	well	and	the	university	informed	you	via	email	about	your	schedule	and	online	
services.	I	only	had	one	issue	with	a	change	from	one	to	another	course;	you	can	do	it	upon	arrival,	but	you	
have	to	do	it	in	the	first	couple	of	days,	otherwise	it	won’t	be	possible	anymore.	

academic	quality	of	education	activities	

There	were	less	tutorials	than	in	Utrecht,	which	in	my	opinion	really	is	a	shame,	as	personally	that	is	the	
moment	where	I	really	can	apply	what	I’ve	learned	in	lecture	and	can	comprehend	everything	better.	The	
lectures	were	only	one	hour	in	length,	so	you	could	end	up	having	only	one	hour	on	a	day,	which	is	very	
different	from	the	UU	as	well.	Furthermore	I	think	the	quality	is	good,	I	mostly	took	quite	low	level	(general	
education)	courses,	so	that	makes	it	hard	to	compare.	However,	I	think	the	level	is	quite	similar.	I	did	have	to	
write	a	lot	of	intermediate	reports	or	make	assignments,	a	lot	more	than	I’m	used	to	at	the	UU	where	there’s	
still	a	lot	of	focus	on	the	final	exam.	

counselling	&	support	at	receiving	university	abroad	

There	was	support	available,	though	I	didn’t	need	it	and	therefore	haven’t	used	it	myself.	

transfer	of	credits	

My	credits	were	transferred	as	soon	as	I	sent	the	UU		my	international	transcript	which	I	received	about	a	
month	after	finishing	my	semester.	An	A+	was	transferred	to	a	9.0	and	an	A	to	an	8.3.	

STUDENT	LIFE	
welcome	&	orientation	programme	

There	was	a	big	welcome	meeting	with	a	Maori	haka	performance;	very	cool!	After	that	the	international	
student	association	organised	a	game,	in	which	you	could	participate.	It	was	a	good	way	to	get	to	know	new	
people.	This	all	happened	the	Wednesday	before	the	semester	officially	started	and	I	would	really	recommend	
being	present!	Furthermore	the	same	association	and	my	housing	association	both	organised	a	lot	of	activities	
in	the	first	two	weeks;	you	can	literally	go	somewhere	every	night	if	you	want	to	and	very	often	grab	free	food	
as	well!	It	was	a	really	good	way	to	meet	people.	

accommodation	

As	I	said,	accommodation	is	quite	expensive,	but	it	is	good.	I	lived	in	Carlaw	Student	Village	(again:	apply	early!)	
and	it	was	a	ten	minute	(quite	steep)	walk	to	uni.	As	I	said,	they	organised	a	lot	of	activities,	particularly	in	the	
first	weeks:	movie	nights,	a	talent	show,	dog	cuddle,	you	name	it.	They	also	provided	money	for	people	willing	
to	organise	activities.	I	myself	lived	with	three	locals	(kiwi’s),	which	I	really	liked!	One	of	the	few	possibilities	to	
actually	meet	some	locals.	I	think	it’s	really	good	they	mix	international	and	local	students	in	the	housing,	so	
you	won’t	get	into	an	international	bubble	too	much.	

leisure	&	culture	

There’s	heaps	of	clubs	at	UoA;	diving	club,	hiking	club,	Glee	club,	canoe	club,	you	name	it.	Everything	is	there,	
from	all	kinds	of	sports	to	board	games.	There	is	also	a	very	big	Asian	community	in	Auckland	and	on	the	uni,	so	
there	are	a	lot	of	Asian	clubs	as	well.	There	is	an	orientation	week	in	which	you	can	join	as	many	clubs	as	you	
like.	There	is	also	a	gym	on	the	campus,	which	is	free	if	you	live	at	an	accommodation	of	uni!	Personally,	I	don’t	
really	like	Auckland	itself.	The	nightlife	isn’t	great	at	all	and	there	are	not	many	cafes	and	bars	around,	so	
there’s	really	not	much	of	an	atmosphere,	which	I	really	found	a	shame.	I	therefore	spent	every	weekend	on	a	



trip	to	see	the	rest	of	New	Zealand.	Auckland	is	a	good	base	to	do	that	from	and	the	climate	is	not	as	cold	as	for	
example	in	the	South	Island,	especially	during	winter.	

suggestions/tips	

CONCLUSIONS	
would	you	recommend	this	university/destination	abroad	to	others?	please	explain	

I	would	recommend	the	UoA.	It	is	a	good	university	and	I	found	living	in	the	accommodation	really	comfortable	
and	a	lot	of	fun.	Auckland	itself	I	would,	however,	not	recommend.	Especially	if	you’re	into	the	nightlife,	it	is	not	
great.	New	Zealand	is	a	great	country	and	I	would	recommend	it	to	everyone,	I	really	enjoyed	my	time	there.	
When	I	went	on	an	exchange	there	was	unfortunately	no	other	destination	in	New	Zealand	available,	but	if	
there	is	I	would	have	gone	there.	Wellington	and	Christchurch	are	for	example	much	nicer	cities.	It’s	a	good	
country	to	spend	time	if	you’re	not	that	much	into	the	big	cities	of	Australia,	but	do	want	to	go	to	that	side	of	
the	world.	

do	you	have	any	additional	advice	or	comments?	

Can	students	contact	you	for	additional	info	and	do	you	give	us	permission	to	put	this	in	the	student	reports	on	
our	website?	If	yes,	please	write	down	how	they	can	get	in	touch	with	you	(e-mail,	Facebook,	Instagram	etc)	

Yes! They can find me on Facebook by my name Dieke Gerritsen or by email: gerritsendieke@gmail.com 



 

 
 

 UU Study Abroad Report Form 

 

faculty/college Geowetenschappen 

level  bachelor’s  master’s   

name study programme Energy Science 

 

destination city & country Auckland, New Zealand 

name university abroad  University of Auckland 

start date 16 / 07 / 2018  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 02 / 11 / 2018  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

 

PREPARATION 

exchange application process 

It was quite easy to apply, the most difficult part was choosing which university I wanted to go to! So many 

choices, we are very lucky that the UU has so many international connections. 

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

I did a walk in at the exchange department when I was still deciding and they were very helpful! 

academic preparation 

Unfortunately, there were no online documents available or books that I required for the courses, therefore, it 

was not possible to prepare on the academic part of my exchange. 

language preparation 

As I grew up in the US, the language preparation was not relevant. 

finances 

I worked a lot in my last semester I spent at home, this was quite tough as I was still studying fulltime, however, 

it was worth it once I made it to my exchange as I was able to explore a lot more than I otherwise could have! 

 

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 

study programme (content and organisational issues) 

Geothermal engineering 

academic quality of education activities 

Very high demand! Not what I was used to at all. But this was also due to the courses I took, apparently it was a 

special program which normally exchange students are not really recommended to do. 

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

As I was struggling to catch up with a lot of pre-required knowledge I visited the student counsellor in Auckland 

and she was very helpful and encouraged me to drop one of the courses. It felt bad in the beginning, but it was 

definitely a wise decision looking back! 

transfer of credits 

Still in the process of doing so, but my academic transcript was available shortly after the semester, which was 

quite nice. 

 

STUDENT LIFE 



welcome & orientation programme 

A lot of activities! The first week is planned with opportunities to meet new people and discover the city. 

accommodation 

I chose for private housing, so I found a place to stay myself. But when looking at my friends who stayed at 

campus it all seemed arranged quite well! 

leisure & culture 

Auckland is a big city with a lot to offer! 

suggestions/tips 

I would definitely recommend joining a few clubs for sports or recreation as it is so easy to meet new people. 

Also, try doing something new as going on an exchange is such a great possibility to do something you normally 

wouldn’t do at home.  

CONCLUSIONS 

would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

Yes!!! New Zealand is such a beautiful and friendly country. I couldn’t have wished for a more welcoming place 

to stay, with so much possibilities for going on weekend trips and seeing breath-taking nature. 

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

I would recommend choosing  courses that you have a lot of interest in and cannot take at home and 

understand/prepare yourself on that the education is very different than in Utrecht. 

Can students contact you for additional info and do you give us permission to put this in the student reports on 

our website? If yes, please write down how they can get in touch with you (e-mail, Facebook, Instagram etc) 

Sure, email: c.a.gevaert@students.uu.nl



UU Study Abroad Report Form

Faculty/college: Science 

Level:  bachelor  master  PhD  other 

Name degree programme: Biology 

Destination city & country Auckland, New Zealand 

Name host institution 
and/or 
company/organisation 

University of Auckland 

Purpose of exchange  study/courses   work placement   field work   other 

Departure date 
(dd/mm/yyyy) 

18/02/2017 

Return date (dd/mm/yyyy) 26/07/2017 

Preparation 

Exchange/placement application process: 

I had to write a motivation letter and submit a top three ranking. I actually didn’t think I’d make it 

through the selection process, however I went for where I really wanted to go and that worked out. I 

think for me, the motivation letter helped me because I really put effort in it and argumented why I 

wanted to go there and why it was the best destination for me, both personal and academically.  

Counselling/support at home university: 

I’ve emailed a LOT with the international office in order to get everything sorted, there is a lot of 

official information you have to fill in and you really have to start in time. Especially on the visa 

application (you won’t get an email, check the account regularly!) and applying for university 

accommodation.  

Academic preparation: 

I didn’t really prepare for studying here apart from picking my courses (get a big selection, around 

8 courses you’d like to do, because time table crashes will prevent you from doing your first 

choices.)  

Language preparation: 

Also didn’t really prepared for this, I don’t think you can/have to unless you are really struggling to 

speak English. Also, New Zealanders have an accent! It will take you at least 2 weeks to 

accommodate to their slang, and vowels are switched! I spend an hour to figure out what movie 

they were talking about, I kept hearing Srik, it turned out to be Shrek.  



Finances: 

It’s expensive. Try to make a plan beforehand, count on double rent and double food prices. For 

traveling I’ve spent 1500NZD for 2 weeks, which was hitchhiking so you have to add a bus card or 

car rental (equally expensive) if you want to be more flexible.  

Study/placement abroad period 

Study programme/work plan (concerning content and organisational issues): 

You do 4 courses in half a year, some people do 5, I wouldn’t recommend it because you also want 

to see the country. I went in their first semester (period 3 and 4), and they have a 2-week study 

break and end in the beginning of july. The study break is actually sort of ment for studying, I 

didn’t do that because I travelled, but know you have to be full on in the first week after the 

holidays.  

For courses, I recommend looking up the general education (gen-ed) they give. It’s like minor 

courses of which they have to follow a couple. I did beginners Spanish 104 (I suck at languages, 

but this one was epic!) and kapa haka (maori 190) which were both very nice, diverse courses.  

I also did 2 biology courses (104 and 320, ecology and entomology), the first was harder than I 

expected from a first year introductory course, the third year course was wonderful.   

Academic quality of education/placement activities: 

The academic quality is comparable to the UU, I think it depends on the teacher and subject just 

like back home.  

Counselling/support at host institution/organisation: 

I didn’t use the university counselling, but I was happy with an RA that was always willing to listen. 

Transfer of credits: 

No clue, my last final is in 3 days. 

Student life 

Welcome/orientation programme: 

The introduction week is not very big, but there’s a lot of events going on in the weeks afterwards, 

especially if you look out for them and if you join the events hosted by the student villages where 

you live.  

Accommodation: 

I lived in Parnell Student Village, presumably the cosiest one (I don’t know I haven’t visited the 

others), I liked it, it’s like a little holiday park where you live with 4 to 6 people. In PSV, there are 

90 people living, and there are quite some activities going on. I lived in DD, the 8 person flat, that 

was quite big but it was okay. You’ll get a 10-14m2 room, with the basics in it, but you still have to 

purchase linen and towels and such.  

If you are a big hippy (tolerate) and you want to live off uni accommodation, check out Kawai 



Purapura, you can live there for a low rent with hippy people and buy a car to get to uni. 

Leisure/culture: 

The people are very friendly, but they are also quite closed so be prepared to be a bit lonely in the 

beginning. I turned out to become friends with most of my roommates and started (too late) to 

study in the living together, which was too much talking and too little studying, and absolutely 

bliss.  

Suggestions/tips: 

If you like dancing even for a little bit, try salsa dancing. There’s a lot of latin dancing going on in 

Auckland, I went on the Fridays to Muddy Farmer, they have a lesson first and a social dancing 

after.  

Conclusions 

Would you recommend this host organisation/destination to others? Please explain: 

Yes, I liked the uni, the courses were more interactive and fun than the courses in Utrecht, I liked 

the village, I was quite lonely in the beginning but after a while I found my rhythm.  

Do you have any additional advice or comments?: 

Be sure you want to go abroad. Are you someone that likes to travel, wants new challenges, is okay 

with change and insecurity? I’m a big control freak and introverted person that’s really glad with 

her own friends circle.. I had really big troubles finding my place in Auckland.  

Contact details Student Services / International Office 
Visitors’ address: Bestuursgebouw, Heidelberglaan 6, Utrecht 
+31-(0)30-253 7000
exchange@qdesk.uu.nl (information) / verslagen.internationaloffice@uu.nl (report)
www.uu.nl/students/exchange

mailto:exchange@qdesk.uu.nl
mailto:verslagen.internationaloffice@uu.nl
http://www.uu.nl/students/exchange


UU Study Abroad Report Form

Faculty/college: University College Utrecht (UCU) 

Level: X bachelor  master  PhD  other 

Name degree programme: Liberal Arts and Sciences 

Destination city & country Auckland, New Zealand 

Name host institution 
and/or 
company/organisation 

The University of Auckland (UoA) 

Purpose of exchange X study/courses  work placement  field work  other 

Departure date 
(dd/mm/yyyy) 

10th of July 2014 

Return date (dd/mm/yyyy) 8th of January 2015 

Preparation 

Exchange/placement application process: 

We had to sign up for an exchange before the deadline of 15th of November. This application 

included a letter of motivation, three ranked university options, etc. After selection we had a meeting 

in spring with the others that went to Australia and New Zealand. 

The selection procedure and application process was very clear. UCU helps you very well in this 

process of selection. However after being selected all communication concerning your exchange are 

through the UU.  

Counselling/support at home university: 

After I signed up for exchange with the University of Auckland (UoA) I found out that my father had 

cancer. My home university, UCU, helped me very well during my stay in NZ. 

However at the University of Auckland I had a lot of trouble to contact somebody that resembled a 

tutor to which I could explain the situation. They even proposed to me that I would pay for a tutor 

that would contact my teachers… In the end I just contacted every teacher individually and that 

worked out quite well. 

The only part of the university that helped me well if I had questions was the ‘disability centre’ of 

which I will speak more in a bit. 

Academic preparation: 

To be honest I did not really prepare myself academically for my exchange with the University of 

Auckland. The system that is applied at UCU is quite similar to that of UoA and academically 

speaking there were no surprises in New Zealand. 

The courses that I followed in NZ were basically the same as I did at home. However it is quite nice 



if you do some easier subjects, as for example Maori/pacific studies, that are interesting and also 

gives you some depth about the history of the country. 

Language preparation: 

The bachelor I do is given in English. So luckily enough I did not prepare for a language change and 

there were no language problems. 

Finances: 

Firstly New Zealand is an expensive destination. However it is possible to live a bit cheaper than I 

did. The living expenses in Auckland are quite expensive and will elaborate more on that on the 

living and accommodation part. 

I strongly recommend people to make a realistic estimate of their expenses. 

- Food is at least 1.5 times as expensive compared to the Netherlands.

- The expenses for dorms are about 900 NZ dollars a month. (Cheaper for a house)

- Going out is also more expensive. A beer is mostly between 5 to 10 dollars (as a result

there is a huge binge drinking culture.. very sad)

- Weekend trips

- About 20 dollars for hostels (strongly recommend buying a sleeping bag since it is not

always included at hostels)

- However car rentals are quite cheap (and so are cars)

- Going out to dinner also quite affordable (sometimes it is cheaper than cooking)

That also include unforeseen expenses. 

One unforeseen expense for me was that the university demands you to take an extra insurance 

while you are enrolled in their uni. I thought that my insurance would be enough since I had an 

English translation of mine which covered more. However this was denied and I ended up paying 

double. 

There are many instances where you will have small problems like this that can really drive up your 

costs. 

I ended up spending about 9000-10000 Euro when I was there. However I think it would be 

possible to do it a bit cheaper since I also ended up traveling quite a bit. 

Study/placement abroad period 

Study programme/work plan (concerning content and organisational issues): 

- You follow four classes in a semester worth 7,5 ECTS

- Mostly 2 to 3 classes a week with one tutorial.

- Most of the classes had 3 or 4 moments in which you were graded. (Most of the time one



50% final exam or essay) 

Other than this most teachers were completely free how to organize their classes and grading. 

Therefore all classes turned out to be very different. 

Some were actively trying to involve students. This were often the classes that were given for a 

first time. For example I took the course ‘Politics and economics of South East Asian developmental 

states’ which was a very good course but only give for the first time. This is very different from 

UCU courses that normally barely go into depth of certain cases. And if you are a UCU student a 

strongly advise you to take some of these courses and attract you. 

Other classes were just concerned listening to lectures and writing stuff down (something I am not 

used to). Especially in the economic classes this is the case. This mostly since there are many 

students in this department from China that are rarely involved in discussions. 

Academic quality of education/placement activities: 

The quality of education I would say is more than efficient. But as in the Netherlands it often 

depends on the teacher. For example one of my classes in Auckland was given by professor that 

was just been hired and that class was, I would say, of an under average quality. 

However I would not dare to say anything about the quality of the classes since 3 out of 4 classes 

that I followed were exceptionally good. 

However the tutorials that were given were most of the time not very useful. To be honest I have 

never had tutorials before at the UU so I don’t have anything to compare it with. 

But the fact that master students are giving tutorials on a topic on which they are clearly not the 

most educated individuals is quite shocking. 

For example in the tutorial of “Politics of the middle east” I had an instructor who said he never 

could remember the difference between Shia and Sunni Muslims or where they lived. 

And made racist remarks about the Jews (for which he later apologised). 

I was just completely shocked. 

Counselling/support at host institution/organisation: 

After starting my exchange in New Zealand, I immediately sought contact with the student 

disability centre. This too arrange extra facilities for me having dyslexia. There they were actually 

really helpful and well organized. I think ended up going there twice and staying there for at least 

half an hour each to talk about the uni and NZ. However they also told me that the University of 

Auckland had grown rapidly over the last few years. About half of the students at the University of 

Auckland are from Asian origin. And although the university used to have about 20000 students 



this rapidly grew to 40000. They said that had effected the atmosphere and sometimes also the 

quality of the support from the host university. 

However I would not dare to say anything about the quality of the classes since 3 out of 4 classes 

were well thought.  

Transfer of credits: 

No problems at all. At UCU we use the same grading system (A, A-, B+, B, etc) so that was very 

convenient. I actually did nothing about it and they showed up in Osiris. Perfect. 

Student life 

Welcome/orientation programme: 

The UoA organized an introduction week, however this was a complete disappointment to me. 

Maybe this was a result of me arriving in their Spring semester (second semester). However there 

was basically nothing organized. 

When I arrived on the first day of introduction week we saw a haka. Afterwards we were welcomed 

to the UoA.  

However there was no effort to bring other exchange students into contact with one another. 

Instead we were guided into a lecture hall with 400 to 500 other exchange students. There we were 

told about the rules on campus and what would happen the rest of the week. This took about two 

to three hours. Since most of the week’s activities concerned tours around campus, more lectures 

and no group activities, we decided to spend the rest of the week exploring Auckland on our own. 

The only activity in introduction week that was helpful and extremely interesting was the committee 

market. Where all committees were represented and one could sign up. I immediately joined the 

University of Auckland diving club (where you can also receive your license to dive (PADI) within 

one weekend) and which also organize multiple trips every semester and rent the gear which is 

needed for the trips (I strongly recommend joining this club). But I also signed up for the rafting 

club. There are about 80 committees so there should be something there for every individual. 

Another interesting and active organization was the beer brewing club. Which offers the rent of the 

gear needed to brew and organizes beer nights and taste contests between homebrew beers. 

Accommodation: 

First of all the student rooms offered by the university of Auckland are quite expensive and about 

900 NZ dollars a month. If you are adventures and want to cut on the costs it can be an idea to 

spend the first few weeks in a hostel in Auckland (which are not too expensive about (20 dollars a 

night)) and rent a house with other (exchange) students that you meet there. Multiple friends of 

me did that. And I can conclude that if you want to save money this is the way to go. However if 

you want to meet lots of other exchange people a dorm might be your best option. 

The accommodation that I ended up in was not my first choice. That had been parnell student 

village since this consisted out of house like student residences that are situated next to the 

Auckland domain, the biggest park, and Parnell, a nice neighbourhood. 

In the end I was assigned to Huia student residences and since this was my only option before 



leaving the Netherlands for New Zealand I gladly took it. However when I arrived I was a bit 

disappointed. The rent was expensive (900 NZ dollar) and the rooms were very small. The building 

was old and it was a hall meaning that there are shared toilets and showers. I had no problems 

with that at all though I think 900 dollar is a bit much for what they offer. 

However a hall is the best way to meet tons of people in a short time period since you have to cook 

together (Don’t take a meal plan; too expensive, the food isn’t tasty and most importantly you 

don’t get to learn new people).  

Additionally if you want to apply to a hall check if it is a so called dry hall… This indicates that you 

cannot drink alcoholic beverages on the premises. Additionally in all of Auckland, including the 

parks, there is a liqueur ban on the streets about which the police is quite strict. 

I found out my hall was a dry hall on the second day when I had brought a crate of beer from the 

other side of town (the super markets are quite far away and cycling is not really an optino) and 

walked into the building. 

But overall I had a great time at Huia because of the sheer amount of people you get to know 

there. However this is also possible at other houses. Therefore I would recommend students to 

either apply for housing at Parnell, another hall, or hiring a house. 

However I also have a negative recommendation about applying for an apartment as for example 

carlaw student village. Its situation is great, being next to campus and it is newly build. However if 

you are unlucky you won’t get to know a lot of people since you only live with two others.  

Leisure/culture: 

As mentioned earlier try to apply to as many committees that you find interesting most of them are 

free anyway until you want to join one of their trips. Additionally try to find a nice group of people 

create a Facebook group something like “Auckland internationals” and organize trips every 

weekend. Not all your friends will have time every weekend but it is a great way to meet new 

people and to make trips all over the Northern Island until you can visit the southern Island (or 

other islands like Tonga, Samoa, Fiji etc.) in your spring, summer or autumn vacation. 

Additional ‘cultural’ things we did were going to the museum of which most of them are free for 

students. We went to two games of the all blacks (preferably against South Africa, there biggest 

rivals). 

Suggestions/tips: 

Try to spend as much time meeting people from the beginning. I met most of my friends in the first 

week and although you have a jet lag those will be the people that will be there for you in your 

good and bad times. 

Things you might forget 

- They have different electricity plugs in NZ.

If you are there definitely go to: 

- Devon port (really close to the centre of Auckland but a complete different vibe)



- Do the hike to the pinnacles in the Coromandel

- Drink wine at the Wanaka Island

Conclusions 

Would you recommend this host organisation/destination to others? Please explain: 

Yes! 

The universities quality of the classes they provide is not bad at all and some courses are even very 

good! However the organisation of the university seems to be unfit for a university of its size and 

although it tries to improve these week points it still has many points of improvement. 

That said it is a great English speaking country which makes it easier to adjust. While at the same 

time offering an experience in a country which has an amazingly friendly population and an 

impressive nature. 

Do you have any additional advice or comments?: 

I think I shared most of my relevant experiences here, but I am always willing to contact people 

who have questions.  



UU Study Abroad Report Form

Faculty/college: University College Utrecht – Science 

Level:  bachelor  master  PhD  other 

Name degree programme: University College Utrecht – Bachelor of Science (Biology + 
Earth&Environment track) 

Destination city & country Auckland, New Zealand 

Name host institution 
and/or 
company/organisation 

University of Auckland 

Purpose of exchange  study/courses   work placement  field work  other 

Departure date 
(dd/mm/yyyy) 

11/07/2015 

Return date (dd/mm/yyyy) 7/11/2015 

Preparation 

Exchange/placement application process: 

The application process was pretty easy and straight forward. The letter of motivation is the most 

work, but if you really want to study at a particular university it is easier to write this letter. The 

communication with the university was easy and clear. I had no trouble with the whole procedure. 

Counselling/support at home university: 

The support was good from the home university. The pre departure meeting however was not every 

useful, because there were no speakers from New Zealand present. All questions were from 

students that were going to Australia. The pre departure meeting for this reason was not of great 

added value to me. 

Academic preparation: 

This depends on the courses. I looked at the courses that University of Auckland offers online and 

tried to find some courses that fitted in my curriculum. They offer a very broad range of courses 

and many courses are very unique, which I liked. I had no specific course requirements for my 

degree, so I could just pick courses that seemed interesting to me.  

Language preparation: 

I study at University College Utrecht, where everything is taught in English. Therefore I did not do 

any language preparation. If you are not used to lectures and studying in English it might be useful 

to do some extra language preparation like reading articles in English etc, but I think almost 

everyone will be fine with just some basic English knowledge. 

Finances: 

I saved some money to pay my housing in advance. I did this by starting to “maximal bijlenen” 3 

months in advance and continued to do this while I was in New Zealand.  

Study/placement abroad period 



Study programme/work plan (concerning content and organisational issues): 

It was really clear and easy to register for courses. This happened online before my departure. At 

the university itself I swapped some courses and you could just go see people and they were all 

really nice about it. I think you have 2 weeks to finalize your courses, so this gives you enough 

time to actually make sure you are placed in the right courses. Organization wise the university is 

very well organized and they are very friendly. 

Academic quality of education/placement activities: 

The academic quality is pretty good in general. However, the work load varies very great between 

different courses. The way of teaching is different than I was used to. They expect you to know a 

lot of details and be able to reproduce these details on the exams. It is more memorizing 

sometimes than actually understanding concepts. I am not sure whether this is just the case in my 

field – Biology. The academic work for Biology courses does contain practical work (labs) which I 

really liked and I also did 2 field trips. All together the academics are very diverse and you never 

get bored.  

Counselling/support at host institution/organisation: 

The counselling support is great at University of Auckland! All the international student support is 

very friendly and willing to help. I also had an infection at some point and the health care was also 

very nice and professional.  

Transfer of credits: 

This was really easy – I had absolutely no problem with it and I think UU passed on my grade list 

and UCU entered the grades. 

Student life 

Welcome/orientation programme: 

The orientation week programme was pretty bad. I expected to get to know many people and have 

welcome parties to bond, but to be honest the program does only exist of information about how to 

use the library and stuff like that. Maybe the orientation week of the first semester is bigger and 

more fun, as I came halfway through the year. But I recommend you to not expect too much of the 

orientation week programme. 

Accommodation: 

I lived in Carlaw Park Student Village, which is a really new building. The apartments are really nice 

and clean, but the ambiance was not quite established yet, because it was only in use for one 

semester when I came there. I went to various other student buildings and I would recommend the 

Parnell Student Housing. I also think that it is not of great added value to live in a student housing, 

as I had expected in advance. I know many people that just found a place to live, called “flatting”, 

which also ended up being nice.  

Leisure/culture: 

There are many things to do and places to travel in New Zealand. The university has plenty of 

student clubs that you can join. I joined the rowing team, the Auckland University Boat Club and 

had a great time training and being with these people! You have to keep in mind though that all 

activities and things you can do are pretty expensive. 

Suggestions/tips: 



Join a student club! Also I would suggest that you really think about going this far from home with 

a time difference of 12 hours – it can feel very lonely sometimes.  

Conclusions 

Would you recommend this host organisation/destination to others? Please explain: 

There are many great aspects about University of Auckland, but I have to admit that I think that as 

a university it is pretty massive and sometimes you feel really anonymous. However, the courses 

and staff is very nice. So in general I would recommend it, if you are a person that is good on 

his/her own and is not intimidated by a massive university. 

Do you have any additional advice or comments?: 

New Zealand is such pretty country – it is nice to study in this country, but I think travelling in this 

country is even better!! 
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